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Globalisation and the Spread of Capitalism: Material Resonances

By AUDREY HORNING and ERIC SCHWEICKART

SUMMARY: The intertwined processes of globalisation and capitalism are fundamentally material in expression and are central to understandings of the modern world (however defined). Over the last fifty years, post-medieval archaeologists have engaged directly with the materiality of these broad-scale processes: initially from the standpoint of empirically-driven descriptive studies, and latterly to more interpretative approaches which challenge and stretch disciplinary boundaries. As later historical archaeology is increasingly characterised by a theoretically and geographically diverse set of practices, insights into the material resonances of globalisation and capitalism have become increasing sophisticated and more broadly relevant to the present day.

INTRODUCTION

Considerations of globalisation and capitalism fundamentally underpin understandings of the post-medieval world. The movement of ideas, goods and people, while always part of the human experience, markedly accelerated from the 15th century onwards, influenced by maritime technological advancements and the emergence of new forms of exchange relations and understandings of alienability, abstraction, and commoditisation that supported and defined colonial expansion. Since the first issue of Post-Medieval Archaeology in 1967, scholars publishing in the journal have explored the ramifications of capitalism and globalisation by examining their material signatures and highlighting the manner in which the emergence of modernity was fundamentally material in character. In more recent years, scholarship has focused overtly upon the cultural impacts of capitalism and globalisation, as the discipline of post-medieval/later historical archaeology more generally has expanded to become truly global in content and context, as well as more explicitly theorised.

As many commentators have noted, post-medieval archaeology in its formative years developed a reputation for grounded, empirical studies of objects, buildings, and landscapes: in essence, studying the products rather than the processes of capitalism. Rich
in detail and content, these studies tended to eschew application of the broader interpretive frameworks more readily embraced by anthropological colleagues across the Atlantic. Capitalism in particular has long provided a guiding interpretive framework for North American historical archaeology, to the extent that the discipline has often been labelled the archaeology of capitalism. By contrast, it would not be until the 21st century that the term capitalism or capitalist began to appear with any regularity within articles in *Post-Medieval Archaeology*, with only a handful of appearances in the 1980s and 1990s (principally in the reference list rather than in the text), and none at all in the 1960s and 1970s. In fact, the original accepted timeframe for post-medieval archaeology saw it ending with the advent of industrialism, and by extension the rise of managerial capitalism.

More precisely, as suggested by Lawrence Butler in the opening editorial of the first issue of *Post-Medieval Archaeology*, the period of interest for the Society for Post-Medieval Archaeology ended with ‘the opening of Josiah Wedgwood’s factory at Etruria’. This event is perhaps the best known example of the emergence of industrial capitalism, complete with Wedgwood’s innovative rationalised production system, but it is a surprising cut-off date for a society that had emerged from a specialist ceramics study group, and at odds with the interests of later historical archaeologists today. The Stoke pottery industry and its considerable archaeological, architectural, and documentary legacies subsequently supported a wide range of fruitful studies not only into processes of pottery manufacture and the global distribution of Staffordshire wares, but also into the daily lives and experiences of all those working in the potteries, related industries (such as flint mills) and along the transportation networks, including canals, railways, and roads, which were integral to the industry’s success.

Industrial capitalism may have originally been off limits, but what of the reordering of the landscape via agrarian capitalism, or the mercantile capitalism, whose seeds were first sewn in Renaissance Italy, that began to knit the world together from the 15th century? While one finds few overt references to capitalism itself in scholarship published in the journal in the 1960s-1980s, we would argue that these foundational studies nonetheless contributed measurably to our understandings of the importance of the transition from feudal to mercantile economies that have latterly informed more interpretive, synthetic studies. By way of example, it would be impossible to discuss either the economic penetration or
cultural ramifications of the tobacco trade without utilising the painstaking research into clay tobacco pipe bowl chronology, stem bore analysis and maker’s marks undertaken in these early publications. As early as 1969, Adrian Oswald noted how the re-export of tobacco from Plymouth to the Netherlands in the early 17th century was reflected in the presence of Dutch pipes in Plymouth assemblages as well as the emergence of locally-made pipes after the Dutch fashion, thereby using the accumulated knowledge about international pipemaking styles to comment on the fierce competition between the Dutch and the English over tobacco markets.

As all the authors in this special edition highlight, post-medieval archaeology has evolved and broadened its focus to include a wide range of interpretative frameworks and embrace more diverse theoretical perspectives. Given that both of us practice historical/post-medieval archaeology on both sides of the Atlantic and have been trained in both American and European approaches, we argue that the unique datasets and perspectives of post-medieval archaeology, particularly as expressed on the pages of this journal over the last fifty years, is of considerable value in complementing North American scholarship by similarly challenging and complicating how we deal with capitalism and globalisation. That said, post-medieval archaeology still exhibits a tendency to focus on the ‘small-scale and the local’ rather than striving for multiscalar analyses, as observed by Matthew Johnson in a 2006 overview. In this article we highlight both studies that do engage broadly while also seeking to highlight the value and potential of microscale studies to contribute to debates over capitalism colonialism, and globalisation more broadly.

CAPITALISM AND POST-MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY

Capitalist behaviours did not emerge anew immediately in the wake of the Columbian venture, traditionally taken as the start date for historical archaeology, but clearly have much older and deeper roots in medieval Europe. While recognition of this time depth is hardly new, there have been relatively few efforts to critically examine the relationship between medieval and post-medieval European political economies from an archaeological point of view that could complement the growing number of studies that are engaging with the complexities of non-European socioeconomic formulations and their concomitant influence on colonial societies. Moreover, any presumptions about the totalising character
of capitalism, and the attendant Improvement ethic, are challenged by evidence from Europe where non-capitalist exchange practices and cultural behaviours persist well into the 19th century, the result not of geographic isolation, but of local circumstances and priorities. In fact, what emerges from a consideration of the last fifty years of scholarship in post-medieval archaeology is the remarkable diversity of people’s experiences of the changes wrought by the forces of capitalism and nascent globalisation. While clearly no one was unaffected by the major socio-political and economic changes attendant upon the emergence of capitalism, its grasp was neither immediate nor complete. Nor were individuals, families, and communities wholly powerless in the face of these changes. Surprising insights have arisen from an array of both urban and rural archaeological case studies that highlight the ways in which different social groups endeavoured to control their engagement with changing market forces.

Broadly defined, capitalism is an economic system in which the means of production are held and funded privately in order to generate further profit. Those who cannot afford to invest instead sell their labour in return for wages. Labour thus becomes an alienable commodity—something with an exchange value—distinguishing labour relations from those of a feudal economy, whereby a set of mutual obligations knit together labourers and landowners. Increasingly, land, resources and nature itself became commodified with uniform systems of measurement and valuation. However, the emergence of agrarian capitalism, traditionally marked in England by the enclosing of fields and shift towards intensified pastoralism, was a long, gradual, and even incomplete process. The sporadic and piecemeal nature of enclosure in particular is thrown into sharp relief by archaeological studies, as argued by Richard Newman, challenging the traditional perspective from economic history of a relatively straightforward process of transition.

While some English lands were enclosed as early as the 15th century to increase production and profitability linked to the wool trade, others remain as open fields today, as at Laxton in Nottinghamshire. In Northumberland, sporadic enclosure throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries resulted in the wholesale reordering and effective abandonment of medieval villages such as Clarewood and east Matfen by 1702, the results of improving activities by an entrepreneurial landowner. Agrarian capitalism must also be understood within the context of the philosophy of improvement more generally, a topic that has been
very productively explored through an archaeological lens. The ethos of Improvement, defined as ‘a cross-cutting ethic, directed not only at the improvement of agricultural production... but also at the moral, intellectual and physical improvement of the self, of the labouring people, of society, of production and of the human environment’ shaped the material remains of buildings, institutions, burials, landscapes and settlements.  

The principles of the Improvement ideology played out on the landscape in often highly contentious ways. The controversial clearances of parts of the Scottish highlands and islands, still strongly resonant in local memory, are marked by clusters of abandoned dwellings in the rural landscape. One such example, the site of Arichonan (Fig. 1) on the slopes of Gleann a’ Ghaolbhan in North Knapdale, is now a scheduled ancient monument consisting of a cluster of ten ruinous houses accompanied by sheep fanks, enclosures and laneways. The inhabitants of this township, first settled sometime before the close of the 17th century, were evicted from their homes on the Poltaloch Estate to make way for sheep. Homes and gardens were repurposed to house the stock, and an improving landlord had a new dwelling constructed within the settlement for the shepherd. In stark contrast to the single story, cruck-roofed stone dwellings that housed the township’s families, the shepherd’s house was two storeys in height, its doors and windows detailed with schist, and heated by a fully enclosed gable end chimney.  

There is no doubt that the enforced reordering of the Arichonan landscape and countless others to suit the needs of agrarian capitalism, morally justified through the Improvement ethic, was a culturally disruptive process. However, it would be folly to simply present the inhabitants of regions like the Scottish Highlands as either pawns of external economic forces, or as somehow previously immune to change. Resistance to capitalist formulations in the British Isles is not hard to identify, as convincingly argued by Bill Frazer, James Symonds, and Charles Orser. However, such actions also must be understood through critical consideration of local historical contexts which more often than not challenges stark constructions of domination and resistance as the primary impacts of capitalism. As demonstrated by Chris Dalglish, interpretations of Highland society as static and traditional prior to the period of the clearances is fundamentally ahistorical and ignores considerable evidence for reordering of landed estates and Highland society more generally from at least the 16th century onwards. The increasing quantification and commodification of land can be
read not only in the fencing of fields and clearing of forests, but also in elite architecture. The addition of viewing galleries to Highland castles, starting around 1550, reflects ‘the beginnings of a new attitude to landscape, reconceived as commodity, as something not lived, but objectified from a distance.’ Changes in the interior of Highland castles mirror the same contemporary movement toward privacy through the elimination of open halls and the division of space that Matthew Johnson has termed closure and identified as occurring in the south of England in the same period.

The extent to which such ideas permeated all levels of society remains a topic of some debate. For decades archaeologists have pointed to the continuing production of hand built coarse earthenware pottery, known as craggan ware, in parts of the western Isles as indicative of cultural conservatism and isolation, given that the form has its origins in the Iron Age. But pottery makers do not operate in a void. Even in a barter economy, craft producers rely upon demand. For self-aware Hebridean potters in the 19th century, demand more often than not came from ‘outsiders’ seeking a piece of ‘authentic’ tradition, while they also adapted their practices to new ideas, as made abundantly clear in an observation made by Arthur Mitchell on a visit in 1863: ‘Expecting a visit from curious strangers, proud of her skill, and anxious to display it, our Barvas potter had prepared for us, in addition to the craggans, some imitations of Staffordshire ware, and some models of animals.’ Continuity of material practices may be as much a matter of conscious choice in the face of alternatives as it is evidence of the incomplete penetration of capitalist forces. Disentangling the commodification of Highland identity in the 18th and 19th century from the actualities of individual and community experience remains key to understanding the extension of capitalism and Enlightenment ideologies to all levels of society.

Dalglish’s study reveals that Highland elites were just as influenced by Renaissance architecture and ideologies as were their contemporaries in England. But it was not only new architectural fashions and changing understandings of land as a commodity that influenced Highlanders, as demonstrated by the remarkable career of Randall MacDonnell, the first earl of Antrim. Notwithstanding his Catholicism, MacDonnell, Scottish by birth but a prominent landholder in the north of Ireland, gained the patronage of the Protestant James I (VI of Scotland) in the early years of the 17th century. MacDonnell transformed himself from a war leader once allied with the Gaelic Irish fighting against the English in Ireland to a
principal proponent and beneficiary of the Ulster Plantation, James I’s effort to transform the north of Ireland into a land peopled by loyal Protestant Britons by imposing a system of English-style towns, villages and cultivated landscapes.\(^{21}\)

Like the Campbells discussed by Dalglish, MacDonnell transformed his principal residence, the 15th-century Dunluce castle (Fig. 2), into a Renaissance manor house featuring large windows, soaring chimneys, and accompanied by a Mediterranean-inspired loggia and formal gardens in notably optimistic defiance of its exposed position on a basalt outcrop high above the Irish Sea. Signifying his own enthusiastic embrace of newly emerging ideas of both mercantilism and civic society, MacDonnell built a town at Dunluce complete with paved streets and stone houses intended to serve as a profitable entrepôt.

Such activities were paralleled on the other side of the Atlantic at Jamestown, where colonial elites attempted to construct an English town that would not only bestow upon the struggling colony a sense of order and civility, but would bring wealth through the commoditisation and exploitation of natural resources.\(^{22}\) MacDonnell’s activities could readily be employed as an exemplar of the inexorable crush of proto-capitalist ideologies on the lives of the non-elite. But in reality, MacDonnell and other Ulster Planters were dependent upon the existing population as much as upon the settlers (Catholic as well as Protestant) that he managed to lure from primarily MacDonnell territories in Scotland. Moreover, as aware as MacDonnell was of changing fashions and ideologies, his endeavour to usher in some version of what we might see as capitalist modernity through speculative urban development was fundamentally flawed: his maritime entrepôt and idealised plantation centre had no viable harbour. New ideas and experiments were no match for the imposing cliffs that had long protected the castle from attacks from the sea.\(^{23}\)

As we look backward in time to elucidate the origins of capitalist modernity, and tease out the evidence for proto-capitalist activity such as that of MacDonnell, it is critical to bear in mind that people in the past could not predict the future. In many instances, they were unsure or unclear about the outcome of their decisions, whereas from our removed perspective we tend to only see the actions and events that appear to lead directly to where we are today. MacDonnell’s failed development is a key case in point, as is the story of the larger effort to reform the north of Ireland through the importation of loyal British settlers.
Long painted as a stark process that imposed capitalist inequality upon a disenfranchised pastoral Gaelic world, archaeological evidence increasingly reveals the haphazard and incomplete nature of this plantation process. Some parts of the north of Ireland, for example the parts of counties Antrim and Down that attracted a critical mass of lowland Scottish settlers, did see major changes in land use and settlement. But even there, the imprint of the past was never erased, with plantation towns depicted in early maps replete with Irish vernacular buildings, and with medieval routeways and land divisions surviving to this day. Elsewhere, the demographics and economic realities made a mockery of plantation precepts.

The efforts to impose plantation on Ireland, inspired by early modern colonial ideologies and practices based in part on the interpretation of classical sources, were occurring at the same time as were the first British efforts to plant colonies in North America. As the effective start point for much North American historical archaeology, the early period of British expansion has been credited with the development and imposition of a fundamentally new way of ordering and understanding the world that has been interpreted as inherently different from earlier periods and marked especially by the interrelationship between capitalism, colonialism, Eurocentrism, and modernity. This notion of a definable break with the past precipitated by Atlantic expansion is not universally accepted, and is particularly problematic when examined from the perspective of European post-medieval archaeology. For example, archaeological studies of the widespread influence and activities of the Hanseatic trading league, starting in the 14th century, must consider the emphasis upon profit and investment as capitalistic at least in some form. More specifically, Natasha Mehler and Mark Gardiner have also argued that the asymmetrical power relations established by the Hansa in their trading relations with the inhabitants of Iceland and the Faroe Islands in effect created the conditions for the later imposition of colonialism on the islands in the 17th and 18th century.

Frans Verhaege notes that, far from being static and unchanging, medieval European society underwent a range of fundamental transformations long before the impacts of Atlantic expansion, including ‘the emergence of new urban societies, networks and cultures, and most if not all leading to greater complexity in terms of society and social stratification, economy, and social and cultural behaviour.’ In terms of the timing of the emergence of
capitalist practices within England, one need look no further than the expansion of the wool export trade in the late 14th century, materially marked by the development of commercial buildings such as London’s Blackwell Hall, which served as the centre of the English woollen market from the late 14th through 18th centuries. These archaeological insights on medieval capitalistic formulations are strongly influenced by the Annales School, echoing the 1944 words of Marc Bloch: ‘capitalism with a capital ‘C’, what date shall we assign to its appearance? The twelfth century in Italy?... the eighteenth century, or even the nineteenth? There as many birth certificates as there are Historians.’ The work of Fernand Braudel in particular can be seen as highly influential on post-medieval archaeology, itself traditionally linked much more closely to history as a discipline rather than linked to anthropology, as is the case for North American historical archaeology.

Consideration of the increasingly global nature of exchange relations from the 17th century onwards necessarily leads into a consideration of globalisation; a framework that while seldom explicitly referenced in post-medieval archaeology, nonetheless is core to understandings of material culture, exchange networks, and cultural transformations. As with capitalism, then, post-medieval archaeology has actually contributed much to our understanding the actualities of the processes and ongoing impacts of globalisation, as explored below. However, greater overt engagement with theoretical approaches to both capitalism and globalisation is needed to more fully demonstrate the potential of post-medieval archaeology to contribute significantly to global archaeological discourses.

GLOBALISATION AND POST-MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY

Globalisation, like capitalism, cannot be understood as a phenomenon which emerged, fully-formed, during the post-medieval era. Nor can globalisation be viewed simplistically as the imposition of Western-style capitalism on the rest of the world, notwithstanding arguments about the ‘Americanization’ of the global economy as exemplified by the global penetration of Coca Cola and Ronald Macdonald in the latter half of the twentieth century. Contemporary approaches to the study of globalisation vary considerably in definition and focus, but tend to emphasise the geographical extent and character of exchange relations and the way those relations fundamentally reshape local practices including labour organisation and social discourse. At a very basic level, then, globalisation can be
understood as a process whereby intensified social, economic, and political engagements transcend considerable geographical distances and link together disparate polities to variable extents. Archaeological studies that employ globalisation as a lens specifically seek to understand and characterise the nature of those global and local linkages particularly through their material signatures.

While this article is not the place for a lengthy discourse over the appropriate chronological framework for globalisation, it is worth noting that there is considerable disagreement over when the process began, ranging from perspectives which see it as post-dating 1989 and the fall of the Berlin Wall, or at the other end of the spectrum, as fundamentally rooted in the long distance trade relations developed by early agricultural societies. Complex political economic relationships have certainly always existed between distinct societies and history cannot be simplistically characterised by an unqualified increase in global interconnectedness over time. By way of example, Moore and Lewis use documentary and archaeological evidence to argue that urban Bronze and Iron Age societies of the Near East participated in many of the same ‘international’ business practices recognisable today, with regulated markets and roles akin to chief executives and shareholders. While not without its critics, particularly ancient historians, their perspective makes a valuable contribution to contemporary discourse over the origins of globalisation. For our purposes, we will treat the early modern period, and the increase in global trade relations predicated not only by European expansion but also the expanding reach of and demand for commodities as diverse as Chinese porcelain, Irish linen, and New World tobacco as constitutive of a form of globalisation.

Not surprisingly, North American historical archaeologists studying the 17th and 18th centuries have traditionally been strongly influenced by world systems theory; both as rooted in the work of the Annales School but in particular as articulated by Emmanuel Wallerstein, given the readiness with which his concepts of core and peripheral regions can be applied to address the relationship between European powers and colonial holdings particularly in the early modern Atlantic. Steven Pendery, for example, has explicitly evoked Wallerstein in addressing the movement of Portuguese ceramics to New England through highlighting Wallerstein’s analysis of the role of Lisbon as a centre for the
transhipment of Eastern goods to the wider European and European-influenced world, and the complex ‘commercial relationships between New England, the Portuguese mid-Atlantic archipelagos, the British Isles, and Portugal.’ While not explicitly citing Wallerstein as an influence, Marcel Moussette’s 2009 article in Post-Medieval Archaeology nonetheless takes as a starting principle the inequal power relations between the European core and peripheral indigenous societies as he considers the impact of European colonial expansion on Native societies in the north-eastern portions of the American continent as being fundamentally shaped by mercantile capitalism: ‘At the end of the protohistoric period, it seems that Amerindian societies, despite the relative stability of their cultural systems when in direct or indirect contact with the Basque, Breton and Norman newcomers, had become increasingly involved in the world economy through the capitalist expansion of the Atlantic zone and through the fur trade. As a result, they were probably already affected by changes that presaged the enormous upheavals they would undergo in the 17th century.’

World systems approaches are certainly effective in interpreting the macroscale level of the unequal relations between core and peripheral regions and peoples, but can be critiqued on two levels: first, for downplaying the role and significance of non-Western political economies and cultural expressions (as in Moussette’s analysis of the impact of capitalism and colonialism on indigenous societies which does not consider the concomitant impacts of those forces on the European fishers and colonisers), and secondly for a failure to adequately address the richness of the microscale level of engagement. Here the work of Mary Helms is often evoked, as she has provided an in-depth investigation of the meaning of geographical distance to people around the world, arguing for multiple ways of conceiving differences between the local and the distant. No matter what form these divisions take, as concentric zones or discrete boundaries, knowledge of lands and people beyond them, either through direct interaction or through the acquisition of objects associated with them, can imbue an individual with special significance, marking them as different from the ‘common person’ who has never ventured forth among ‘the other’. A materially-rich example of such long distance exchange in this manner emerged from a development-driven excavation of features associated with 17th-century households on Narrow Street in Ratcliff, near Limehouse in London, documented to have been primarily
occupied by the well-to-do families of privateers and sailors. In addition to objects reflective of considerable economic and social standing such as Venetian table glass and decorative tin-enamelled wares from the Mediterranean, domestic assemblages also incorporated a surprising range of non-European ceramics, including Caribbean and Persian wares, seldom, if ever, found on English sites. This remarkable assemblage also provides a rare opportunity to transcend that boundary between the macro and microscales of analysis so challenging when contemplating globalisation. We actually know the names of many of the mariners who lived in or near Narrow Street, allowing for an informed reimagining of an individual like Captain William Goodson, whose activities included exporting shoes to Barbados and fighting against the Spanish in the Caribbean in the 1650s, acquiring a locally made, Colono-ware type vessel like that recovered from a pit in Narrow Street; or Ratcliff resident William Swanley, who captained the East India fleet in India between 1618-1620. Documents indicate that Swanley exported quantities of Persian spices; perhaps his interest in Persian cuisine led to the acquisition of Persian pottery, such as the soft-paste stoneware tea bowl recovered from the site.

While the authors of the study did not speculate on the precise meaning of these objects for their owners, there are no shortage of fruitful, theoretically-informed approaches that can inform an interpretation of the assemblage. A biographical approach to just one of those objects, the colonoware vessel, would bring together consideration of the original producer of the pot, and its localised meaning --one already freighted with colonial inequities and the material impact of colonial entanglement- with the nature of the interactions that brought the pot into the daily orbit and attention of Goodson. What value might Goodson have placed on the object and its acquisition? Was it an intentional purchase or merely the retention of a vessel used within Goodson’s Caribbean residence, linked to the work of a domestic servant? Why retain the vessel and carry it across the Atlantic? Was it a reminder of place and cuisine, or a symbol of hegemony? Or an unremarkable everyday object of so little value it escaped attention in the packing up of household effects? Precisely how Goodson physically engaged with, and understood, the pot is ultimately unknowable, however, given the recursive relationship between objects and people that is fundamental to understandings of materiality we can assume that Goodson and the members of his households, both in Limehouse and in the Caribbean, would have been impacted in some
way through engagement with an object that embodied the connection between two geographically and culturally distant places.\textsuperscript{42}

A somewhat analogous example comes from the other side of the Atlantic, where archaeologists exploring the traces of the fort built in the first years of the Jamestown colony have unearthed extremely rich deposits of material, often dumped into wells and other features, that speak both to the trauma of the early years of the Virginia colony as well as yielding incomparable insights into the individual engagements of English people with the local world of the Powhatan people. Alongside the heaps of armour and discarded personal items, a unique pot was unearthed that has been attributed to the pipe-maker Robert Cotton.\textsuperscript{43} Made of local clay impressed into a basket, the pot gives the outward appearance of mimicking Powhatan ceramic forms, given its rounded bottom and basket markings. Yet it is an inexact copy in that it is not coil-built as a proper Powhatan pot should have been, and its basket impressions differ from the more common simple stamping found in the region. Cotton’s inexpert Powhatan pot suggests a fascination with Powhatan material culture perhaps also implied by Goodson’s curated colonoware pot; an interest that because it involved an effort at replication, may reflect a deeper mimetic process than the scientific curiosity displayed by collectors such as John Tradescant the Younger who operated in Virginia in the 1620s.\textsuperscript{44} The most well-known item collected by Tradescant was the robe or wall hanging known as Powtahan’s mantle that continues to be displayed in the Ashmolean museum in Oxford. Such collecting for knowledge, as discussed by Adriana Turpin (building on the ideas of Igor Kopytoff), bestowed a form of status on the holder through the act of acquisition and display.\textsuperscript{45} The value placed on such curiosities and exotica was rooted in their otherness and in the power of possession—rather different than the act of incomplete replication exhibited by Cotton’s pot. Whether indicative of a deeper mimetic process or not, the singular vessel found at Jamestown has the power to connect both the extremely microscale— the work and thought processes of a single documented pipe-maker, with macroscale colonial engagements.

The challenge of scale has also been highlighted by Frederic Cooper in his critique of theories of globalisation: ‘that global should be contrasted to local, even if the point is to analyse their mutual constitution, only underscores the inadequacy of current analytical tools to analyse anything in between.’\textsuperscript{46} Carefully considered and contextualised
archaeological narratives can bridge that divide through joining together both the very local, including individual engagements with economic and cultural processes and ideologies, with the global and seeing them not as contrasting, but as entangled and interdependent as illustrated by the Cotton pot. A look at two case studies focusing on clay tobacco pipes can further help to illustrate this point through linking the processes of capitalism and globalisation with a closer consideration of individual experiences and identity transformations.

In two different parts of the world, in the middle of the seventeenth century, local craftspeople began producing clay tobacco pipes out of terracotta clays, in part motivated by a desire for profit through producing a cheaper alternative to imported English and Dutch ware. These two locales were Carrickfergus, an English garrison and plantation town in county Antrim in the north of Ireland, and the colonial Chesapeake, in eastern North America. These locally made terracotta Chesapeake pipes have long intrigued scholars, as discussed by Kathryn Sikes. Clearly developed from local Algonquian forms, the pipes sport a range of decorative motifs that have alternatively been interpreted as Native, African, and European. Turning on the argument on its head, Sikes considers how this object, and its ambiguous designs, could both knit together individuals of different ethnic backgrounds in a common activity: smoking, yet at the same time the different ways in which the star motif in particular (fig. 3) could be understood according to cultural background serves as a metaphor for the limits of hybridisation. Chesapeake pipes, then, were not only tobacco delivery devices whose use was determined by global economic exchange, they were active agents in the constructing of both new social and cultural relations yet fundamental to the maintenance of traditions. Chesapeake pipemakers were concomitantly displaying capitalistic motivations while continuing a pre-capitalist tradition, and participating in the cultural transformations within a society in ways far more complex than can ever be explained through simple acculturation frameworks or expectations of the totalising nature of capitalistic formulations.

By contrast, whoever produced the small and unique assemblage of undecorated terracotta smoking pipes found in the excavation of one mid-17th-century site in Carrickfergus evidently did not succeed in answering any particular cultural or even economic need. Well connected to the port of Chester, goods came into Carrickfergus regularly and cheaply.
Found nowhere else in Carrickfergus or beyond, it seems these pipes were merely an experiment— an effort by a local potter to subvert the market and answer a local need, but an experiment that seemingly failed. In the Chesapeake, the locally-made pipes clearly served a need beyond that of a desire for a cheap pipe. In Carrickfergus, the red clay pipes apparently served no particular social need that outweighed the utility of imported white ball clay tobacco pipes. That such local contingencies shaped demand and impacted upon the circulation and consumption of goods is perhaps unsurprising, but nevertheless such microscale examples serve as an important corrective to overly prescriptive models of consumption activity.

The multivalency of objects is well-illustrated through post-medieval archaeology. As illustrated by the cabinets of curiosity discussed above, the meanings of objects can be transformed through geographic as well as cultural distance. Ordinary items in one land become luxury items in another, as prosaically exemplified by the appearance of ceramic stove tiles in England and pantile roofs in coastal Norfolk. Tiled stoves were developed in transalpine Europe by the 14th century, and by the 16th century they were commonly used as heating devices in homes throughout Scandinavia and the Alps. Documentary and archaeological evidence reveals that when these objects crossed the channel they shifted from being ordinary items available to nearly all levels of society to an exclusive luxury commissioned by wealthy individuals; many of whom had witnessed their use when traveling on the continent. While tiled stoves never became widely adopted in England, given the relative scarcity of wood for fuel, roofing pantiles followed a different trajectory. First a luxury imported from the Netherlands and only used by elites in the 16th century, pantiles then became one of many roofing options available to a fairly broad subset of Norfolk society as trade increased in the 17th century. Finally, the pantile transitioned into a local staple as Norfolk manufacturers began making pantiles which were then used by the majority of regional households in the 18th century.

In contrast, the excavation of a late 17th- and early 18th-century tin-glazed earthenware kiln in Lambeth, London demonstrates a very different approach to the consumption and exchange of goods. Despite the fact that the owners and primary operators of this factory were English citizens, they constructed the kiln in a style more popular in continental Europe than on the British Isles and almost exclusively produced tin-glazed earthenware in the
same forms and decorations typical of ceramics produced in the city of Delft at the time.\textsuperscript{51} The owners of this pottery chose to produce these highly-commodified objects in order to tap into the same network of distributors and marketers who acquired tin-glazed ceramics from Delft and sold them in London. It has long been recognised that the popularity of this type of ceramic amongst individuals at all levels of English society relates to how its forms and decorations imitated those of imported Chinese porcelain.\textsuperscript{52} This phenomenon was of course not confined to ceramics but affected many different types of consumer goods, as manufacturers of new global luxuries co-opted the distribution networks developed by the importers of exotic goods from around the world. Thus, the origins of globalisation as reflective of global geographic space must be understood as occurring in the places in between localities, in the social and economic networks of manufacturers, merchants, and investors from around the world which organized and structured the translocation of physical goods in the post-medieval period.

The increasing availability and consumption of items deemed to be luxuries was accompanied by considerable cultural anxiety.\textsuperscript{53} Beginning in the mid-17th century, writers and pamphleteers in northwest Europe published a series of debates about the nature and morality of luxury goods. Initially judging the consumption of luxury items as excessive and associated with the elite and politically powerful, rhetoric shifted over the course of the late 17th and 18th centuries to a perspective wherein the consumption of luxuries signalled taste and sophistication, and importantly as essential to the economic health of a society.\textsuperscript{54} Building on Marx’s analysis of conspicuous consumption in the 18th and 19th centuries, Pierre Bourdieu’s classic work *Distinction* explores the role played by consumption in the maintenance of elite power structures; a perspective that continues to inform and influence understandings of the role played by commodities in post-medieval Europe.\textsuperscript{55} However, the closer alignment of post-medieval archaeology with history rather than with anthropology has meant that seminal anthropological studies such as Douglas and Isherwood’s 1979 *The World of Goods*, which brought together economic and cultural perspectives on consumption, have had less of an influence than the work of economic historians such as McKendrick and Jan de Vries. De Vries explicitly contrasts old luxuries (produced exclusively for elites) with new luxuries which worked to obscure their biographies: each object was produced to be as similar as possible to others of the same ‘type’ and were exchanged
through a series of middlemen so that consumers were presented with a range of potential options according to their buying power.\textsuperscript{56} Old luxuries maintained their exclusivity by explicitly referring to the processes by which they were manufactured or exchanged, either by being made by particularly skilled craftsmen or artists from rare materials and/or by originating beyond a geographically meaningful distance. Put another way, old luxuries could be valuable because they were obtained from a geographically distant place, new luxuries were valuable because it did not matter where they were produced.

While this distinction between old and new luxuries does not preclude the role consumerism played in the reification of social hierarchies as explored by Marx and Bourdieu, de Vries’ reading of the active engagement of all levels of society arguably provides space for the inclusion of the agentive approaches that currently characterise British material culture scholarship. This scholarship draws heavily upon anthropological frameworks to focus on the active ability of individuals to employ objects in identity-making.\textsuperscript{57} The work of material culture scholars such as Daniel Miller strongly influences the new research on contemporary archaeology which has now found a place on the pages of \textit{Post-Medieval Archaeology},\textsuperscript{58} but has arguably been slow to penetrate the study of earlier periods. An important exception is Ross Wilson’s 2008 discussion of 18th-century English consumerism, where he draws inspiration from Bruno LaTour in sharply critiquing historical approaches to consumerism than focus only on objects as commodities rather than active ‘participants in the society which utilizes them.’\textsuperscript{59}

The movement of objects in the early modern period is only one part of the nascent process of globalisation. People, plants, animals, and disease vectors also circulated irrespective of national borders, in a process that differed significantly in scale from earlier patterns of biological exchange.\textsuperscript{60} Rather than slowly transitioning between exotically sourced luxury and locally produced staple, as has been observed by the movement of flora in the ancient world,\textsuperscript{61} many species associated with the Colombian Exchange, like tobacco, sugar, and Carolina rice, became cash crops, products which were widely available to both social elites and non-elites despite being transported over significant geographic distances.\textsuperscript{62} The exploitation of these new cash crops was dependent upon a new scale of human
exploitation— the forced movement and enslavement of millions of people from the African continent to the Americas. While archaeologies of the African diaspora constitute a vibrant subfield of historical archaeology, it is fair to say that post-medieval archaeology has yet to demonstrate the potential of exploring the impacts of the Atlantic slave trade on the home societies of the slave traders.\textsuperscript{63} Despite the wholesale entanglement of British ports and cities in the exchange of people and things, as well as the historic existence of African and African-descendant communities within the United Kingdom, articles within \textit{Post-Medieval Archaeology} which reference slavery are exceptionally rare, and are either focused on geographic locations outside of Europe (eg. the Caribbean and Bermuda), or address the abolitionist movement.\textsuperscript{64} One recent and welcome exception is a study by Jane Webster which highlights the development of a previously unremarked English proslavery material culture, exemplified by the production of ceramics commemorating Liverpool-based slave ships.\textsuperscript{65}

Ships crossing the Atlantic not only carried intentional human cargo and exchange goods, but also facilitated a host of intended and unintended biological and entomological exchanges that must also be understand as central to processes and consequences of globalisation, rather than merely a correlate. In other words, as argued by Stephen Mrozowski, ‘the environment must be taken into account as both context and active agent in the historical trajectories of colonization, industrialisation and urbanization as global processes.’\textsuperscript{66} Notwithstanding the historic strength of environmental approaches in British archaeology more generally, the application of environmental analyses to later historical archaeology have been more fully explored in North America; for example, the extensive landscape changes in the Chesapeake precipitated by the introduction of European domestic livestock, and the examination of the impact of ballast dumping in the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland, which resulted in the introduction of ‘more introduced Carabidae, or ground beetles, than any other area of North America.’\textsuperscript{67}

While fewer in number, there are good examples of the potential for environmental analyses in British post-medieval archaeology, particularly in relation to the impact of New World species into Europe. Brooklynne ‘Tyr’ Fothergill has recently examined the cultural and faunal impacts of the introduction of the American turkey into Europe,\textsuperscript{68} while singular
discoveries of exotic animals, such as the jawbone from a South American capuchin monkey uncovered from a 17th-century deposit at Brooks Wharf, London, also speak to the intentional biological exchanges facilitated by scientific curiosity of, as described by Alison Games, ‘English cosmopolitans.’69 Similarly, archaeological and documentary examinations of historic garden landscapes, particular from the 18th century, have illuminated the intentional, scientific exchange of flora and fauna, as illustrated by Clare Hickman’s examination of the Earl’s Court landscape garden of the scientist and anatomist John Hunter.70

Returning to the significance of scale, post-medieval archaeologists have productively examined the timing and dispersal of people, flora, fauna and objects across the world and their meanings within localities as well as in individual households. But if we wish to more fully address the character of the broader processes of globalisation itself, it then becomes necessary to consider the consumption practices of geographically-distant places in comparative perspective, to tease out the complex web of interrelationships. A case in point of the increasingly global nature of interdependency is provided by Alasdair Brooks, who has examined the impact of the American Civil War on the types of pottery consumed in Australia. On the surface unconnected, a macroscale comparison of the mid-19th-century export of Staffordshire wares, rooted in both the archaeological and historical records, reveals that when trade to the US was curtailed by warfare, the plain white ceramics preferred by the American market were shipped to the more captive market of Australia, notwithstanding a greater local preference for decorated wares.71 Additionally, comparisons between the ceramic assemblages of middling rural households in the western Scottish lowlands and Virginia suggest that while individuals in both areas came to primarily consume highly-commodified Staffordshire-made industrial ceramics over the course of the 18th century, the timing and the incentives for this change in consumer behaviour differed significantly based on local historical contingencies.72

The individuals who participated in these exchanges were not necessarily attempting to forge (or dismantle) a globalised world that lay in a future they could not predict. As Cooper points out, ‘The problem with making integration the standard - and measuring everything else as lack, failure, or distortion - is that one fails to ask what is actually happening.’73
Different localities experienced increasing global entanglements and interdependence in variable ways, each with their own unique relationships with supra-territorial networks. Archaeology provides a means to explore these variations and to tackle the global scale through interrogating the micro scale. Even highly-commodified global luxuries must be understood in their relation to their local context in order to interpret the range of meanings with which they were imbued. Globalisation, as it is defined here, is an important process in the creation of the modern world that is fundamentally entwined with the forces of capitalism and colonialism. However, if not approached from a multi-scalar perspective, we run the risk of assigning these intertwined forces a coherence and uniformity they never possessed.

**CONCLUSION**

In the first yearly publication of the Society for Post-Medieval Archaeology, David Crossley, then lecturer in economic history at the University of Sheffield, contributed an article describing his excavation of a glass furnace operated in the early 16th-century in Staffordshire. While not explicitly addressing capitalism, Crossley pondered the potential profits that the glasshouse may have accrued through reference to documentary sources from contemporary glasshouses. Crossley calculated that, after balancing the expenditure costs with the possible sale price of the product, the owner of the glasshouse could have made a profit every year. Crossley’s conclusion is entirely logical if we view capitalism as in an immutable system wherein the acceptance of some of its aspects, like paid wages, necessitates embracing the worldview as a whole. However, in the fifty years since Crossley’s study was published, we have become increasingly aware of the spotty and incomplete nature of the capitalist transformation. In the specific case of the Staffordshire glassworks, social relationships governed credit and debt relationships which would have had a considerable impact upon the generation, and indeed meaning, of profit.

Capitalist systems are not immutable, as demonstrated by both the archaeological examples above and the work of social theorists. To note the differences that can exist between equally capitalist systems, one simply has to observe the difference between the Adam Smith’s denunciation of labour that does not “realize itself in some particular subject or vendible commodity, which lasts for some time at least after that labour is past” as
unproductive, and the reality of present day corporate capitalism wherein “the factory and the shop ... are increasingly experienced by virtue of their erasure.” In fact, the industrial capitalism touted by Adam Smith and critiqued by Karl Marx, marked by large numbers of fairly small firms funded by small groups of wealthy investors wherein the production of objects - Smith’s ‘vendible commodities’- was the primary goal, is in part an adaptation of capitalist ideologies to the early modern English landholding systems. Beginning around the 16th century, members of the landowning gentry were encouraged to construct workshops on their rural estates and hire non-local artisans to get the most value from their lands. Thus, the differences between the British industrial capitalism of the 19th century and American corporate capitalism of the late 20th century can be traced back to historical developments in medieval and early modern England. By exploring these connections to a deeper past, archaeologists have made notable advances in the study of capitalism and global networks of material exchange.

From its original narrow conceptualisation of the study of post-medieval Britain and Europe between c. 1500 to the onset of industrialisation, post-medieval archaeology, as reflected on the pages of *Post-Medieval Archaeology*, not only looks to medieval roots but now also embraces the study of the contemporary world, as further explored in this volume by Laura McAtackney and Sefryn Penrose. Such studies connect past and present, as exemplified by Paul Graves-Brown’s exploration of how the emergence of increasingly fast communications systems and the containerization of shipping in the mid-20th century precipitated a significant expansion in supra-territorial interactions. This development, however, was dependent upon the creation of markets for highly-commodified, mass produced goods which began in the late 17th century.

Finally, the current expansion of post-medieval archaeology/ historical archaeology around the globe promises to further complicate and challenge traditional Western understandings of the emergence of modernity and its material signatures. Contemporary research on the archaeologies of the last five hundred years in South America, Africa, the Middle East, India, and East Asia is providing an invaluable complication of understandings of globalisation, particularly when associated with post-colonial critiques. Archaeological practice in these regions requires a forthright engagement with the legacies of European expansion, strengthening and deepening the contemporary relevance of historical archaeology and
serving as an exemplar for the transformation of practice in the historic cores of the discipline. Any consideration of capitalism and globalisation that did not consider the present would be perpetuating an artificial separation between past and present, as if the past was complete and the present fundamentally different. In reality, we continue to struggle with the same issues of inequality, incompleteness, and an inability to predict the future that exercised people in the past. The increasing diversity and vibrancy of global archaeological practice, embedded in an awareness of the ongoing legacies of early modern colonialism, promises to not only enhance our understandings of capitalism and globalisation, but more importantly to ensure the social relevancy of archaeology.
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